
Understanding Anxiety

• All humans experience fears at different points in their lives. 
This is a normal part of development.

• Anxiety is an expected, normal and transient response to 
stress; it maybe a necessary cue for adaptation and coping.

• Anxiety can be mild and short lived or pervasive and intense, 
causing a great deal of distress and placing very real 
restrictions on life.

• A moderate amount of anxiety helps us to do well. Too much 
or too little anxiety keeps our performance lower. 

• Anxiety is part of our body’s fight/ flight/ freeze response to 
danger.



Recognising a Problem

• Distress - It becomes a problem when it is 
irrational, uncontrollable and disruptive

• Interference - When it interferes with the child’s 
life

• Avoidance - Often it is the avoidance behaviours 
that finally bring the problem to our attention



Signs 
and 

Symptoms



What you may notice… 

Thoughts and reenactment:

• Talking about their worries

•Re-creating “stories, worries” in their play

Mood
•Appearing low, sad or more tearful or withdrawn

Behaviour
•Being angry, argumentative, getting into fights
•Demanding attention/ constant reassurance, “clingy” behaviour

•Losing confidence – avoiding doing things like school work, seeing friends

Physical
•Changes to sleep & appetite
•Physical health complaints e.g. headaches, stomach aches



Ways to explore anxiety

• Ask, using open-ended question (e.g. what kind of 
worries do you have at the moment?), but be aware the 
children may not be aware or want to share.

•Be curious - wonder alound with the child/YP - “I 
wonder whether you’re feeling worried about your 
spelling test and it’s making you not want to do a,b,c/ 
affecting how you are with your brother?”

•Notice and normalise worry as a way of trying to open 
up dialogue about it/reduce stigma. Mention if you 
have a worry and how you are going to deal with it.



Ways to explore anxiety

Externalise anxiety
• Come up with a name/character for anxiety (e.g. the 
wobbles)
• This helps the child to see the anxiety as separate to 
them and this can empower them to “fight against it” 
or “soothe it” using the strategies disucssed.
•It also helps families to work as a team against anxiety 
(e.g. “ I think the wobbles have come to say hello”)

Externalising resources:
Cheeky Worries by Patrick Davey & Anna Smith
The Unwanted Party Guest - You Tube clip by Russ Harris



What can parents 
do to help?



General anxiety management: 
Practical

These can help with anxiety in the moment but, if 
practiced regularly can help give a calmer “baseline”

Grounding techniques:
- 5 senses game (5 things you can hear; see; smell etc)
- Body scan (apps to support e.g. Headspace)

Breathing exercises:
- 5 finger breathing
- Breath in for 5 out for 6



Calm Box: create together

Stretch like a 
cat

Listen to a 
relaxation 
audio for 5 

minutes

Take five 
deep breaths. 

Play with 
fidget toy for 
five minutes

Sort wooden 
blocks into 

colours

Mould aroma dough in 
your hands. Smell it. 

Make something out of 
it and put it back. Smell 
your hands to remind 
yourself what you did

Make a pizza. The key 
adult draws a circle on the 
child’s back and uses 
different touches to 
represent pizza toppings 
of the child’s choice

Colour a 
pattern in a 

colouring book

Go and get a 
drink of water 

and drink it 
slowly



Thought-based 
strategies



Anxious thoughts & the vicious cycle of 
anxiety

Fear of the Dark Thought
“Something’s going to get me”

“I am in danger”

Feel
Scared

Anxious

Body
Heart rate increases

Trembling
Feel hot and sweaty

Hypervigilant

Actions
Always leave light on
Never alone in dark

Associate these actions 
with feeling safe



Step 1: Identify the event that is 
causing concern

Ask Yourself
● What is happening? 
● What event am I thinking about?

Step 2: Identify the thought 
behind the feeling

Ask yourself
● What exactly am I worried about?
● What is it about the situation that is 

concerning for me?
● What do I think will happen?
● How worried am I based on this thought?

Step 3:Look for realistic evidence
Ask yourself

● Really, how likely is this?
● How many times have I faced this situation 

and how many time has it happened?
● Have I ever seen it happen to somebody else 

before?
● How much does it happen to people 

generally?

Step 4: List the Alternatives

Brainstorm and try to think of as many alternative 
outcomes to the feared situation as possible. Ask 
yourself

● What else could happen?
● What would I think if it happened to someone else?



Exposure to Consequences

● Many children with anxiety over estimate how bad the 
consequences of a situation will be

● They may avoid the risk of having a catastrophe happen 
● This is common for children who worry about a lot of things 

or have social fears 
● Children may also benefit from exposure to consequences if 

they try to avoid making mistakes-an example being that 
some children don’t complete tests to avoid making 
mistakes

● It is important to incorporate detective thinking when using 
exposure to consequences about the implication about 
what happens to ensure worry reduces through the steps

Example of Exposure 
Prevention Stepladder

Goal: Not to be bothered by making mistakes at school

1. Listening to music for 1/2 hour before doing homework 
after school
2. Crossing out a mistake in homework and handing in the 
work anyway
3. Not bringing a permission note back to school on the very 
first day it is due
4. Making a deliberate mistake in a maths exercise
5. Ruling a wobbly line on a page and leaving it there
6. Handing in an essay with two spelling mistakes
7. Answering a question in class when you are not 100% sure 
of the answer
8. Forgetting to take library books to school on Library day
9. Deliberately giving the wrong answer to a question
10.Not having the correct text book for a lesson



Think Ninja 

Calm

Stop, Breathe, Think

Headspace


